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ABSTRACT

In successful mobile learning (ML) integration, factors associated with live-ware, software, and infrastructure are important. The main objective of this study is to investigate and model the influencing factors for learners and teachers at once to adopt ML in higher education. The proposed model consists of five impact factors: teacher, learner, mobile devices, ML tools, ML contents, communication technologies, and higher education institutes. Then the proposed model was implemented using a modified Moodle mobile application and evaluated using 60 teachers and 60 learners attached to the University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka in 2021. According to the experimental research design approach, the proposed impact model was assessed as pre-test and post-test surveys using seven questionnaires. According to the Pearson correlation coefficient test, the most significant factor for learners and teachers to adopt ML is the mobile device. Learning content and communication technology were elected as the second most significant adoption factors for teachers and learners consecutively. However, higher correlation values were obtained for all factors denoting that they are greatly influenced the participant to adopt ML. The significant influencing factor of each impact factor was also investigated. In conclusion, it...
was recommended that featured smart devices, quality learning content, user-satisfied communication technology, academic enriched ML tools and higher education institutes with sound educational facilities are crucial for the university community to adopt ML in higher education. These findings help design academic community acceptable ML environments for higher education context.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Expeditious advancements in technologies affect mobile device-based technologies such as computing power of mobile devices, connectivity, storage, memory, and many more. On the other hand, nowadays, various reasons demand mobile learning (ML) such as learning while working, on the way learning, situated learning, self-learnability, independent and flexible learning, ability to use augmented learning, and public health requirement classroom-based learning. ML is a subset of electronic learning, and it more effective than conventional personal computer-based electronic learning when considering mobility, portability, and technology evolution. Mobile learners can carry on academic activities through portable devices such as smartphones, tablet computers, and other portable computing devices [1]. In ML, learner pursue academic activities through mobile devices by studying contents in multimedia, taking assignments and exams, involving group chats and forum posts with colleagues, plying games integrated academic tasks, doing mobile devices enable situated learning activities, and etc. [2] On the other hand, teacher or instructor able to provide teaching services through mobile devices by developing learning content integrating study materials in multimedia, setting exams and assignments, collaborating learners via chats and forums, and etc. [3] However, in ML learner and teacher should have several qualities for successful ML such as acceptance, readiness, device ownership, affordability, eagnerness, affordability, trustworthy, attitude, behavioral intention, self-efficacy, technology self-efficacy, and etc. [4], [5] According to the past studies, teachers and learners ML involvement decides several other factors such as mobile device [6], learning tools [7], ML content, communication technology, and hosting higher education institute [8]. Previous researchers conduct a significant amount of studies to investigate learners’ and teachers’ requirements, improve attitudes, and other factors in the successful implementation of ML in education. They have developed several ML models that can be used to utilize ML productively. This study’s primary purpose is to create a ML adoption impact model that intends to develop an applicable and sustainable ML framework for higher education. As the study's contribution, the authors proposed a ML adoption model for learners and teachers in an applicable and sustainable ML environment in higher education using impact factors mobile device, ML tools, ML content, communication technology, higher education institute.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Learners’ and teachers’ ML adoption depends on several impact factors. The mobile device is one of the dominant factors for ML adoption. Researches highlighted that the device features such as screen size [9], [10], supportive software [11], [12], [13], device’s hardware functionalities [14], [15], [16], etc. are essential for ML adoption. Learners and teachers facilitate and influence for adopting ML with various ML tools such as mobile applications [17], push notifications [18], chat applications [19], forum interactivity [20], SMS [21], and gamification [22]. ML content impacts for learner and teacher to adopt ML, because ML content has facilities helpful learner and teacher [23] with, easy to use [24], interactive [25], authenticate [26], and device independence [23]. Also, various factors in communication technology services such as cost [27], connectivity [28], and facilities [29] impact for adopting ML. Finally, higher education institute’s ML policy [30], facilities [31], and decision for using technologies [32] impact ML adoption.

Various ML models developed in previous studies can be identified. Influencing factors for learners to adopt ML were determined using the Unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) model. The learners’ intention to use ML is influenced by their expectance of enactment and exertion and communal impression [33]. A complete ML model was developed to support the implementation of the technology-based learning
environment. The model was implemented through the national e-learning strategy and helped rectify several local m-learning challenges [34]. Cultural variances in a country affect ML adoption. A UTAUT based model was developed to estimate the level of ML adoption. Performance and effort of users, facilities, device features, and activities affect learner's attitude to using ML. While their performance and effort, social factors, and facilities positively influence adopting ML [35]. Instant technology learning in the Science museum environment was tested using the UTAUT model. It revealed that the relationships in UTAUT original constructs were moderate according to the age and gender of the research sample of selected 118 staff personals. While self-directedness does not help adopt ML technology in the museum [36]. Another research was carried out with 820 higher education students through TAM to find practical factors for adopting ML. It revealed that easiness and cognitive satisfaction are the highest controlling impact factors for adopting ML in the considered domain. Mobile learners prefer to carry out academic activities in social network-enabled, enjoyable, and collaborative learning environments [37]. Effective factors and their relationship in adopting ML for undergraduate students in health studies were researched. Technology acceptance model (TAM) based study was carried out using 310 learners. The results revealed that the target learners accepted ML satisfactory and original TAM constructs were major causes for ML acceptance [38]. Innovation diffusion theory (IDT) was joined to model of innovation resistance (MIR) to develop an intergraded model for investigating learners struggling to adopt ML. The research was conducted using 493 university students revealed that Learners' resistance reflects their intention to use ML and intervenes benefit, difficulty, and will to use ML [39]. A requirement model for teaching and learning through ML was developed. This was considered various pedagogical and education requirements when using ML stream in a higher educational environment.

Moodle, Schoology, and Blackboard were used as sample applications for this model, and the proposed model can be used to evaluate ML applications for testing user satisfaction, teaching, and learning needs [40]. A country in the middle east region was researched for ML adoption utilizing academic knowledge dissemination via the Concern Based Adoption Model (CBAM). Two hundred thirty-eight users participated in the evaluation, and they confirmed mobile learning-based training is crucial for obtaining academic achievement using mobile technology [41]. Different research is carried to develop a model for ML adoption in a non-state higher education institute. The model is developed by integrating the Technology Acceptance Model, the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology, and Theory of Planned Behavior. Six hundred forty students who participated in the evaluation emphasized the ML applications with better standard digital learning content [42]. A study was conducted to investigate and model the influence of mobile phone utilization in education. Also, evaluate critical factors for adopting and applying a self-developed ML system. The evaluation was done using 300 students to confirm that context should be easy to use and valuable. Further, its easiness depends on the usefulness. However, ML behavioral intention is not depending on personal characteristics, with ease of use and usefulness. But individual trust is vital for intent to use ML [5].

As shown in Table 1, in previous ML models, researchers consider only learners' or teachers' ML adoption. Also, they have not been implemented through the learning system all the time. They were also evaluated using only learners or teachers and not done parallel evaluation using both categories simultaneously. Moreover, these models are developed based on well-known technology acceptance models and theories. Therefore, an exciting research gap has been set in previous studies in ML model developments' research. In this study, to address this research gap, the researchers consider both learner's and teacher's ML adoption with other impact factors such as mobile device, ML tools, ML content, communication technology, higher education institute. The proposed ML adoption model is also implemented via Moodle ML application and evaluated using both learners and teachers concurrently.

### 2.1 Impact Model and Hypothesis

In this article, the model was developed to describe the factors that depend on learners' and teachers' ML adoption in the applicable and sustainable ML framework. Mainly five observed variables are identified with the ML adoption to elaborate the proposed model by literature. These observed variables (influencing factors or impact factors) are mobile devices, ML tools, ML contents, Communication technologies, and Higher education institutes (see Fig. 1).
Table 1. Comparison for similarities and differences of the proposed model with some previous ML adoption models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Tools or models used</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Influencing factors for adopting ML for learners and teachers</td>
<td>Modified Moodle mobile app</td>
<td>Results of previous studies</td>
<td>60 teachers and 60 students at the University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Proposed model)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influencing factors for adopting ML [33]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>UTAUT model</td>
<td>70 University students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimating effects of cultural variances in ML adoption [35]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>UTAUT model</td>
<td>700 Undergraduate students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigating factors of Science Museum group staff to adopt ML [36]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>UTAUT model</td>
<td>118 staff personals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the intention to adopt ML in higher education [37]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TAM model</td>
<td>820 university students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigating learner’s resistance to adopt ML [39]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>IDT, MIR</td>
<td>493 university student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A requirement model for teaching and learning in higher education through ML [40]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DeLone and McLean, frameworks for content design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff members ML adoption were researched [41]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Concern Based Adoption Model (CBAM)</td>
<td>238 higher education staff members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML adoption in non-state higher education institute [42]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TAM, UTAUT, and TPB</td>
<td>640 higher education students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling the influence of mobile phone utilization in education [5]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TAM model with other several theories</td>
<td>300 university students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1 Learner and teacher in mobile learning

Mobile learners connect to learning systems using mobile apps in mobile devices anytime from anywhere to use educational resources and collaborate with peer learners and teachers inside or outside the classrooms. They can follow digital content and pursue learning activities at their own pace, durations, and learning styles. On the other hand, a teacher attached to ML facilitates learners by creating mobile device enable digital learning materials. In this medium, the teacher empowers various ML tools to utilize academic services to learners [43]. This study used the results of our research was conducted to develop an impact model for influencing factors of learners and teachers to adopt ML in applicable and sustainable ML [44], [45] (see Fig. 2).

2.1.2 Mobile devices

The mobile device is an essential factor for adopting ML in higher education. Because its various features support learners and teachers for academic activities. Screen size is an important feature that decides the usability of devices for adopting ML [46] and the lowest screen size for better persuasion in academic transactions is 4.3 inches [47]. Support software is another feature in mobile devices that bear creative utilization, security, and authentication of the device for learning [48]. Another exciting feature is screen zooming direct involve for device usability by enhancing readability and visibility [49]. The video playback control feature helps users by switching facilities of the video and data usage in ML [50]. Another device feature controls usability is the touch screen keyboard, and it evolves day by day [51]. One of the useful features for learning associated with the device is language predictive tools. It speeds up the text inputs in touch screen keyboards by providing typing aids [52]. This study used the results of our research was conducted to develop an impact model for influencing factors of learners and teachers to adopt mobile devices in applicable and sustainable ML [6] (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 1. The proposed model with main impact factors

\(H_{1a}\): Mobile devices positively affect teacher to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system.

\(H_{1b}\): Mobile devices positively affect learner to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system.

2.1.3 Mobile learning tools

When developing content for ML and pursuing academic activities ML tools also essential. Hence ML tools are significant for adopting ML. The mobile application is a vital ML tool as it holds all the background utilities and necessities for ML. Push notification helps alert learners to provide dissimilar information inside the current learning surroundings [53]. Chat and forum are valuable tools that can be used in ML. Chat is a synchronous communication medium, while a forum is an asynchronous communication for mobile learners. Learners and teachers can chat and forum for academic activities collaboratively as well as interactively. A short message service (SMS) is another tool that enables learning purposes via mobile devices. Around 160-character length text message can send and recipient capable of getting voice conversion as audio [54]. Mobile gamification is an influential learning tool that helps teachers to prepare learning materials integrating games. These learning materials influence learners to study enthusiastically [55]. This study used the results of our research was carried out to develop an impact model for influencing factors of learners and teachers to adopt ML tools in applicable and sustainable ML [7] (see Fig. 2).

\(H_{2a}\): Mobile learning tools positively affect teacher to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system

\(H_{2b}\): Mobile learning tools positively affect learner to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system

2.1.4 Mobile learning contents

Learning content is a significant factor for pursuing teaching and learning activities in ML. Facilitating conditions such as availability of multimedia content creation [56], edutainment content creation [57], navigations with simple menus, and video guides are helpful. Also, limited clicks for navigating, manageable fragments of content with limited words, highlighted keywords, light images are recommended for past information retrieval in mobile interfaces. Ease of use content influence learner to use ML in learning. It depends on flexibility and collaborative peer connectivity [58]. Ease of use ML content leads to learner satisfaction, performance, lower cognitive loads [24]. Interactivity in learning content makes better use of devices for collaboration. Interactive learning content, especially video-based learning advantages learners lower cognitive learning, high productivity, and learning enthusiasm [59]. Authenticate features of ML content ensure accuracy, security, and ownership of the ML content. Proper authentic ML content leads to enhance learners' trust and usage of ML [26]. Device independence is a ML content feature that enables devices to function with different device specifications. Device-independent content supports devices with varying screen sizes, functionalities for device holding style, platforms, operating system, etc., for steady and stable learning performance [23]. This study used the results of our research was conducted to develop an impact model for influencing
factors of learners and teachers to adopt ML content in applicable and sustainable ML [8] (see Fig. 2).

H₃ₐ: Mobile learning contents positively affect teacher to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system  
H₃₉: Mobile learning contents positively affect learner to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system

2.1.5 Communication technology

Communication technology is a significant factor for mobile learning adoption. Cost is a considerable aspect for learners and teachers to utilize communication technology in ML. Latest technologies such as cloud computing are the best solution for reducing costs for communication technology and infrastructure in ML [27]. For better ML adoption, institutional policy should address the cost-related issues such as cost for devices, infrastructure, and data [60]. Connectivity has a higher priority in communication technology for ML. Connectivity properties such as upload and download speed, stableness, packet loss, etc., are required to match the standard for better ML transactions [28]. Facilitating conditions associate with communication technology such as assistance when needed, awareness, sharing [60], and storage facilities in cloud computing are very useful for uninterrupted teaching-learning services in ML. This study used the results of our research was conducted to develop an impact model for influencing factors of learners and teachers to adopt ML using communication technology in applicable and sustainable ML [8] (see Fig. 2).

H₄ₐ: Communication technology positively affects teachers to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning systems.  
H₄₉: Communication technology positively affects teachers and learners to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning systems.

2.1.6 Higher education institute

The ML hosting higher education institute is a significant factor for learning through mobile devices. Because in ML the hosting institute is responsible for the skill or the qualification obtained by the learner via mobile devices. Also, higher education institute enables ML is different than conventional learning institutes as it needs to facilitate technology for learners to obtain certifications and teachers to provide services. The institutional policy needs to be prioritized teacher development, content development, optimized connectivity, personalized device usages, promoting health factors, and awareness [30]. For superior ML, HEIs need to be enhanced by facilitating better technical facilities [31]. Stakeholders’ acceptance to change is a key requirement in ML adoption. Especially administrators’ positive attitude for ML is significant than the better institutional ML policy. Therefore, the learning system expects staff's most full support to have ML integration [32], [61]. This study used the results of our research was conducted to develop an impact model for influencing factors of learners and teachers to adopt ML using higher education institutes in applicable and sustainable ML [8] (see Fig. 2).

H₅ₐ: Higher Education Institute positively affects teacher to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system.  
H₅₉: Higher Education Institute positively affects learner to adopt applicable and sustainable mobile learning system.

2.2 System Function and Architecture

In this study, Moodle mobile app (MMA) was used by modifying and integrating various functionalities. MMA is the mobile version of the Moodle open-source learning management system (MLMS). HTML, PHP, JavaScript, ionic, MySQL, and Cordova/PhoneGap mobile application development framework are the technologies used to develop the MMA. New functionalities can be integrated into MMA through a plugin [62]. For that, the plugin should be designed to MLMS, and then it requires to enable MMA by creating support files using PHP. Existing Moodle plugins also can allow MMA to by using the same approach. In this study, few plugins were enabled by developing support files such as annotate PDF, Checklist, Hot question, Games (i.e., Millionaire, Hangman, Quizventure), etc. [45].

3. METHODOLOGY

The experimental research design methodology was used to perform and test the hypothesis of the study. Sixty learners and sixty teachers participated in the research. All participants represent faculties of Science, Social Sciences, Humanities, and commerce and management at a state university. Five different questionnaires
were developed for evaluating five impact factors of the proposed impact model, i.e., Mobile Devices, ML Tools, ML Contents, Communication Technologies, and Higher Education Institute. The same questionnaire in each impact factor was used for both learners and teachers. When developing questionnaires, different influencing factors of each impact factor were considered. 6 influencing factors were considered to the mobile device impact factor, i.e., Screen size, Supportive Software, Screen Zooming, Video playback control, Touch screen keyboard, and Language Predictive Tools. The questionnaire for the impact factor mobile device consists of 24 questions. Each influence factor consists of 4 questions. 5 influencing factors were considered to the ML tools impact factor, i.e., usefulness, interactivity, motivation, facilitating conditions, and ease of use. The questionnaire for the impact factor ML tools consists of 20 questions. Each influence factor consists of 4 questions. 5 influencing factors were considered to the ML content impact factor, i.e., facilitating conditions, ease of use, interactivity, authentication, and device independence. The questionnaire for the impact factor ML content consists of 20 questions, with each influence factor consists four questions. Three influencing factors were considered to the higher education institute impact factor, i.e., policy, facilitating conditions, and acceptance of the change. The questionnaire for the impact factor higher education institute consists of 12 questions, with each influence factor consists four questions. Three influencing factors were considered to the communication technology impact factor, i.e., cost, connectivity, and facilitating conditions. The questionnaire for the impact communication technology consists of 6 questions, with each influence factor consists 2 questions. First of all, each questionnaire was given to both learners and teachers as a pre-test survey. Then they were allowed to use the modified Moodle mobile app. Finally, they were asked to respond to the individual questionnaires as a post-test survey. The five-point Likert scale ranging from -10 – strongly disagree, -5 – disagree, 0 – neutral, 5 – agree, and 10 – strongly agree was used in these questionnaires.

In this study, 60 valid pairs of pre-test and post-test questionnaires were selected for each impact factor in the proposed ML adoption model, i.e., Teacher, Learner, Mobile Devices, ML Tools, ML Contents, Communication Technologies, and Higher Education Institute. The primary data analysis was done using mean values of bar charts and the Anderson-Darling Normality Test. The paired sample t-test and the correlation model with the Pearson correlation coefficient were developed as advanced data analysis.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Anderson-Darling Normality (ADN) test was employed on overall post-test survey responses with Likert scales as shown in Table 2 as primary data analysis.

The overall post responses mean is equal to 6.9707, P-value <0.005, and the confidence interval is (6.8978, 7.2310). According to the Table 3, this implies that the university teachers and learners have firmly accepted the ML system developed based on the proposed model. The data set is normally distributed and can apply a parametric test on the data set. Mean is within the Confident interval and mean accepted under 0.05 significant level. As shown in Table 4, the means of each attribute of post responses, i.e., Mobile Devices, ML Tools, ML Contents, Communication Technologies, and Higher Education Institute, were calculated.

As shown in Table 4, each attribute's mean values are greater than 5 for both teacher and learner. This denotes that the university community accepted the proposed ML adoption factors with the modified MMA. Likewise, impact
factors of the proposed model in ML adoption for teachers and learners were accepted. As the data set is normally distributed (ADN test results) and the number of data sets exceeds 30, the paired sample t-test (parametric test) was applied to pre-test and post-test data sets as an advance analysis. The hypothesis was set as follows in this test.

![Fig. 2. Proposed impact model for learner and teacher to adopt ML in higher education](image)

### Table 2. Likert scale data conversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire answers</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagreed</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreed</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Likert mean interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likert Mean</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than -5</td>
<td>The proposed system strongly rejected by the university education community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between -5 and 0</td>
<td>The proposed system normally rejected by the university education community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 0 and 5</td>
<td>The Proposed system normally accepted by the university education community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 5</td>
<td>The proposed system strongly accepted by the university education community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Means of each attribute in the post-test survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Mean for teacher</th>
<th>Mean for learner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Devices</td>
<td>6.234</td>
<td>7.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Tools</td>
<td>6.123</td>
<td>6.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Contents</td>
<td>7.113</td>
<td>6.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Technologies</td>
<td>7.024</td>
<td>7.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education Institute</td>
<td>6.911</td>
<td>6.417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
H0x: μ = 0 VS H1x: μ > 0

Where, x = 'a' or 'b',

H0a=Mobile Devices/ML Tools/ML Contents/Communication Technologies/Higher Education Institute does not affect teacher to adopt an applicable and sustainable ML system.

H0b=Mobile Devices/ML Tools/ML Contents/Communication Technologies/Higher Education Institute does not affect learner to adopt an applicable and sustainable ML system.

As shown in Table 5, the paired sample t-test results in a p-value of each factor equal to 0.000 (<0.005). This implies that the H0x is rejected and H1x is accepted. Also, the mean value greater than zero. Therefore, the result of the paired sample t-test denotes that the Mobile Devices, ML Tools, ML Contents, Communication Technologies, and Higher Education Institute affect teachers and learners to adopt applicable and sustainable ML.

Finally, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated to describe the correlation in the proposed impact model. The weight and counts are used for students’ responses and the rules shown in Table 6 are used to interpret the correlation coefficients.

The above hypotheses tests were applied with p-values, and these hypotheses were rejected at 0.05 significant levels when the test p-values are less than 0.05. The Pearson correlation coefficient test between student response weight and counts calculated using the MINITAB computer application for Windows, and the results were summarized as shown in Table 7. According to the test results, each p-value is less than 0.05 denotes that the H0 is rejected and - H1 is accepted. Therefore, it implies that the Mobile Devices, ML Tools, ML Contents, Communication Technologies, and Higher Education Institute positively affect teachers and learners to adopt applicable and sustainable ML. Also, each variable’s correlation greater than 0.5 and close to 1. According to the correlation interpretation rules shown in Table 6, each observed variable of the proposed impact model is strongly correlated with the learner and teacher to adopt ML. Finally, proposed impact model with correlations is shown in Fig. 3. The results reveal that teachers’ and learners’ most significant factors in adopting ML are mobile devices.

Table 5. Paired sample t-test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Learner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Devices</td>
<td>6.234</td>
<td>7.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Tools</td>
<td>6.123</td>
<td>6.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Contents</td>
<td>7.113</td>
<td>7.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Technologies</td>
<td>7.024</td>
<td>6.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education Institute</td>
<td>6.911</td>
<td>6.417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Correlation coefficient interpretation rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0 – 0.3</td>
<td>No correlation</td>
<td>No correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 – 0.5</td>
<td>Week positive correlation</td>
<td>Week negative correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 – 1.0</td>
<td>Strong positive correlation</td>
<td>Strong negative correlation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Pearson correlation coefficient test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Learner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Devices</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Tools</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML Contents</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Technologies</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education Institute</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.851</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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According to the Pearson correlation coefficient test results, though the mobile device is the most significant factor for both learner and teacher to adopt ML, the learner has a better correlation value than the teacher (0.941>0.931). This implies that the learner has more significant interaction with mobile devices when adopting ML. The reason for this may be the younger generation, like learners, prefer to use cutting-edge mobile devices than teachers. The teacher’s next most correlated factor is ML content, while communication technology is the second most correlated for the learner. However, ML content almost similar value is showing for learners compared to communication technology. This situation can be clarified as both learners’ and teachers’ ML involvement heavily depend on ML content. Also, learners concern more about communication technology-related factors such as connectivity and cost for data and other infrastructure. However, teachers do not worry much about communication technology because they involved bears facilitating communication technology for teaching via mobile devices. When considering the overall results of this study, each influencing factor reported similar and higher correlation values. This can be interpreted as learners’ and teachers’ better engagement in ML ensured significance of impact factors selected, i.e., Mobile Devices, ML Tools, ML Contents, Communication Technologies, and Higher Education Institute. These results partially confirm the results obtained by Hamidi & Chavoshi [5]. They revealed that mobile learning contents’ easy-to-use and usefulness features significantly affect a learner’s mobile learning adoption.

5. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION

Today mobile learning is an important learning mechanism as it ensures successful learning under social health issues and busy lifestyles of learners and teachers. This study's primary purpose is to investigate influencing factors and develop an impact model for learners and teachers to adopt mobile learning in higher education. The proposed model consists of 7 impact factors, i.e., Teacher, Learner, Mobile Devices, Mobile Learning Tools, Mobile Learning Contents, Communication Technologies, and Higher Education institutes. The proposed model was implemented using a modified Moodle mobile app. The implemented model was evaluated with 60 university learners and 60 university teachers with seven different questionnaires. According to the Pearson correlation coefficient test, the most significant factor for learners and teachers to adopt mobile learning in higher education is the mobile device. Teachers consider the mobile learning content as
the second-best factor for mobile learning adoption, while learners decide communication technology is influenced more for adopting mobile learning. Finally, it can be concluded that featured smartphones, user satisfied and reached learning content, user satisfied communication technology are significant for mobile learning adoption of the university community. Besides, other factors considered, such as Mobile learning tools and higher education institutes, are also significant for learners and teachers to adopt mobile learning in higher education as they received higher and similar correlation values compared to other factors. The mobile learning systems developers, designers, and administrators can use these outputs to develop productive mobile learning systems because such systems adhere to the educational preferences of both academic communities: learners and teachers.

6. FUTURE PROSPECTS

The model needs to evaluate using more samples to represent other higher educations as this mobile learning framework was developed for entire higher education on the Island.
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